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                                         – Audio Transcript and Daily Guide – 

 
 

Welcome to your Premium Wealth Forecast for March, 2019 - another 
gorgeous month. 
 
So March in 2019 (which is a 12 universal year) is a 15 universal month. 
Now that's important because 12 reduces to 3 and 15 reduces to 6. So 
this is very exciting. 
 
The number 6 figures prominently as does the number 15 in the lunations 
this month as well. So there's a lot of healing going on. 6 is the number of 
healing and health and abundance and family. 6 is the number of Love. If 
you draw the number six it looks like a woman who is pregnant. 
 
So it's all about nurturing, growth and self care. So when 6 combines with 
the number 3 - three and six are in the same triad, the 3-6-9 triad. So this 
is the triad of creativity and love and self expression. So we have an 
activation of that energy throughout March. 
 
And as I mentioned, the lunations are very much aligned, especially the 
first one, the New Moon in Pisces, to these two numbers. 
 
So what does that mean? Well, first of all, 15 is the number of spiritual 
alchemy - taking energy and magically transforming it like a healing 
energy does. So becoming your own healer, becoming your own guru is a 
theme that runs throughout the 31 days of March. 
 
So you want to make sure you take care of your own needs because 
you're nurturing others more. So you need to make sure you're good as 
well. And that means also with health and anything to do with your 
exercise and diet and sleep and all of that. 
 
But also in terms of tuning into things that are alchemical for you, right? 
And so you want to know what it is that takes you to that magical place 
because you are becoming the Alchemist. You are stepping up in terms of 
creating alchemy throughout March. So more people will need you this 
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month. 
 
And you may birth something - 15 reduces to 6, that is the number of 
birth, like the birth of a child. So you may create a birth in your business if 
you're an entrepreneur. Or you may have some tremendous personal 
growth that entails taking on new responsibilities for example. 
 
There's a lot of love and compassion in this number as well. 
 
It's like a good good luck charm number when the 15 and the number 6 
get together because there is just this beautiful sense of magic. 
 
There's also a sense with number 15 of paying attention to your home and 
family and intimate relationships. So you may have some kind of Aha 
moment or you explore present limitations in that arena and have greater 
opportunities to explore whatever you need to. 
 
So the whole point of this month is that you feel the magic in every part of 
your life. And that includes growth and abundance, financial flow, very 
much covered by the numbers 15 and 6, and to have the clarity and 
discernment to laugh at your own weaknesses, mistakes, whatever it is - 
to lighten up.  
 
Don't get too serious - rather, take that laughter and make it your 
medicine, right? Make ityour point of healing so that you can easily heal 
physically, mentally, and spiritually. So that is the number for March. 
 
 
 
New Moon in Pisces 
March 6, 2019 at 4:04 pm UT (London) 
March 6, 2019 at 11:04 am EST (New York) 
March 6, 2019 at 8:04 am PST
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Now let me move to the Pisces New Moon because it is so connected 
to the numbers 15 and 6, and it happens to be the first lunation in 
March to begin with. 
 
So it happens on March 6th. So there you see - there is the number 6. 
 
And the new moon, Sun and Moon will be at 15 degrees in Pisces. 
 
So there you go. The two numbers! 
 
What an amazing day March 6th is. It's one of the big days of the year 
because not only do we have this gorgeous new moon in Pisces, which 
I'll get into in a moment, but we also have a major event in the planets. 
 
And that is that Uranus reenters Taurus on this day until April 26, 2026. 
Notice the two 26s - they're very much about power. 
 
So Uranus enters Taurus on the 6th of March when we have this 
incredible new moon at 15 degrees in Pisces, all about healing and 
mysticism, self care, compassion, love.  
 
Uranus dipped into Taurus in 2018 for a few months. Then retrograded 
out of Taurus back into Aries where it's been for a while. And now we're 
coming up to that major reentering Taurus moment. 
 
So this is going to change many things, especially regarding the areas 
Taurus, rules. 
 
Taurus is a very secure sign. So when Uranus moves into Taurus, you 
have a greater sense of peace and security when exploring the 
unknown realms.  
 
That's what Uranus is all about - that wonderful revolutionary freedom 
and excitement of going where nobody has ever been before - rhe 
intrepid explorer energy here, the Nikola Tesla, discovery energy. 
 
And being in Taurus you have the stability, you feel like you're rooted in 
the ground while Uranus moves ahead. So this is not a time to resist 
change and to resist taking your progressive ideas and moving them 
forward because of your ability to keep things at a steady pace with that 
Taurean energy, that Earth sign energy. 
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So you're going to watch very closely those things you value, they may 
really change during these next seven years - what you place your value 
on and also your financial worth - how you feel about it, how you're 
open to change it, creating a new perspective about it.  
 
All of that is shifting as Uranus lives in the sign of Taurus for the next 
seven years. 
 
 
 
 
Full Moon in Libra (first of TWO this year) 
March 21, 2019 at 1:43 am UT (London) 
March 20, 2019 at 8:43 pm EST (New York)  
March 20, 2019 at 5:43 pm PST (Los Angeles)
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So then let's move to the second lunation, which is a Libra Full Moon.  
 
This is where the Uranian theme is taken to another level because the 
moon is exactly "qunicunx" or inconjunct or 150 degrees from Uranus. 
Uranus is at 0 degrees Taurus still (very slow moving) and the moon, it's 
0 degrees in Libra. How amazing. 
 
So talk about new ideas, new concepts that are ahead of their time that 
are beyond mystical, beyond the conscious, normal understanding of 
humans. That is what Uranus brings, it's the Nikola Tesla astrology 
numerology planet. It rules everything that has to do with the unseen 
taking it to a place of incredible breakthroughs. 
 
So this is a very creative Libra Full Moon. Libra is ruled by Venus, which 
is one of the two planets that rules, creativity and artistry, just like 
Neptune. So Libra is very much about the harmony that we bring into 
our life when we have creativity in it. 
 
And so when Uranus comes in at 0 degrees, which is the zero point 
energy - which is the no holds barred, anything goes, totally 
undiscovered, adventuring, energy - and forms this 150 degree aspect 
to the moon, it is quite astounding. So you are learning to take this 
almost crazy, intuitive, sharp energy, this illumination energy and turn it 
into something that is in harmony with your life. So being very peaceful 
with it rather than taking it and being aggressive with it of course. 
 
So there's a mysticism, a diplomacy to the energy because of the Libra 
influence here, which is very beautiful and this sense of peace and 
tranquility as well. 
 
Now that's also because there is a Grand Trine, a loose grand trine but 
not nevertheless a grand trine, which is the most fortunate sacred 
geometric shape in astrology. It is formed between the Moon Mars and 
that conjunction between Saturn and Pluto. Saturn and Pluto are at 19° 
and 22° Capricorn. And then they form a trine to Mars at 23° Taurus and 
then they form another trine to the 0° Moon in Libra. 
 
So this is again a very peaceful, stable energy, a tranquil energy that can 
neutralize some of that full moon energy (which sometimes can get really 
emotional), which is beautiful. 
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There is a sense of just really feeling good because we also have a T-
square to Jupiter. Jupiter is in its own sign of Sagittarius and will be 
there unitl November, which is so awesome. It really brings that positivity 
to this year 2019 and so this full moon - sun and moon are opposite 
each other - forming a T-square to Jupiter as well, which just feels really 
good! 
 
So many good things. This month we've had like consecutive month 
now where there is this very positive energy to help us acclimate to 2019 
which is such a different year than 2018 there's a lot more optimism to 
this year that is very palpable. If you haven't felt it yet or it just felt a bit, 
you're going to feel it a lot more moving forward. 
 
And I haven't even talked about the fact reminding you again that this is 
the fifth consecutive full moon at zero degrees. We've had five now. 
These are the last ones. The Pisces new moon at 15 degrees in Pisces is 
the fifth of five consecutive new moons in since I believe October or 
November. 
 
And then the Libra full moon is the final of five full moons at zero 
degrees. 
 
So these consecutive numbers, 15 and zero have happened 
concurrently at the same time in the full moon to new moon, which is 
quite stunning. Not only because they were both happening for full 
moon or new moon at the same time, but also because they are the first 
degree, the zero degree, and then the middle degree, that 15th degree. 
 
So talk about just the lunations showing us this major shift. You can see 
that that is obviously very clear. We're going through a radical, 
wonderful, upleveling energetically here, which I am just so thrilled 
about. 
 
So let's move now to the daily forecast for all 31 days in March! 
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March 1 – 8 
 

 
Friday, 3.1.2019 = 16/7 
A wonderful fresh start – especially in clearing your mind! 
Rest and contemplation inspire you. 
Use you intellect and intelligence to do research and brainstorm new ideas. 
Spend time out in nature and embrace serenity. 
Be open to sudden shifts and unexpected new approaches. 

 
Venus square Uranus 
Venus enters the sign of Aquarius the same day that Venus squares Uranus 
– the ruler of Aquarius! 
This is highly creative energy. 
Your ingenuity can be tapped in remarkable ways. 
You crave freedom and excitement in your relationships. 
Be open to experimentation. 
Be spontaneous – don’t resist change. 
Be careful about purchasing items impulsively.  
 

 
 
 

Saturday, 3.2.2019 = 17/8 
Manifestation is guaranteed when you feel in supreme harmony! 
Today’s peaceful and secure quality can lead to outstanding results. 
Listen – and Lead. 
Receive – and Act. 
Inspiration easily translates into immediate manifestation. 

 
Moon sextile Mercury 
You have an active mind and intuition. 
Your communication is heartfelt. 
Feel your way into every conversation today. 
Express yourself – you have the clarity to share deep emotions. 
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Sunday, 3.3.2019 = 18/9 
Double 3:3 day of creativity, joy and self expression! 
Communicate and share your message in any way, shape or form. 
3 and 9 lie in the Creativity Triad of Self Expression and Love. 
Be playful and smile. 
Forgiveness lightens you up so you feel uplifted. 
Engage with your heightened imagination and passion. 

 
Moon square Mars  
You feel strong emotional focus ad direction. 
Guard against emotional aggression and impatience. 
This is highly creative energy. 
Channel your energy into an ambitious project – you’ll make great progress. 
 
 

 
 

Monday, 3.4.2019 = 19/10/1 
Monday is a fabulous day for work, especially on new projects. 
Concentration and organization are magnified – so get your ideas in order. 
Focus on accomplishing something – be practical. 
You are laying a foundation and preparing for a new cycle or situation. 

 
Moon sextile Jupiter 
Balancing of wisdom and love results in happiness. 
Your heart alights with joy. 
You feel helpful, grateful and kind. 
Fortunate events and gifts are part of your day. 
Recognition comes your way. 
 
 
 

 
 
Tuesday, 3.5.2019 = 20/2 
Taking a risk brings you into equilibrium today! 
A pivot point may require patience about making a decision. 
Listen closely on which direction to move. 
Slow down while also being poised to act. 
Seek quiet intimate conversations – and be ready for excitement and change. 
A day of flow and peace… 
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Mercury stations retrograde in Pisces  
Late in the day Mercury retrogrades at 29°39” in Pisces which is at the very 
end of Pisces, the final sign – so the final degree of the 360° zodiac! 
Something is coming to an end or culmination for you during the retrograde. 
Mercury sextiles Venus, so areas of art, creativity, intimate relationships and 
financial flow are more deeply impacted by this shift. 
Focus within to reflect on the impact these energetic shifts have on your life. 
Deep conversations with partners are favored. 
Creativity will be on a high – so allow your imagination to flow over these next 
three weeks! 
 
Mercury retrograde in Pisces allows you to pierce through any delusion and 
confusion so you see any situation with great clarity. 
 

 
 
 
Wednesday, 3.6.2019 = 21/3 
Self expression and creativity are on a high. 
This emotional day is heightened by the New Moon at 15° - also a 6. 
Nurture yourself – get a massage – do something to uplift your mind-body-soul. 
Love is enhanced. 
Have fun, do something delightful – your heart will open to the opportunities this day 
brings. 

 
New Moon in Pisces at 15° 
(March 6 at 4:04 pm UT, 11:04 am EST, 8:04 am PST ) 
Pisces brings deep spirituality, meditation and prayers. 
You will want to spend time in seclusion to reflect on your thoughts.  
Mercury retrograde in Pisces (began yesterday) really emphasizes the need for rest 
and rejuvenation so your spiritual side can awaken and be heard… 
 
Sun and Moon conjunct Neptune in Pisces 
There is already so much Piscean energy activated by this New Moon, so 
having the New Moon (Sun and Moon) merged with Neptune, RULER of 
Pisces, is extraordinary. 
Your imagination is positively VIVID, you are receptive and impressionable, 
your enthusiasm is on a high. 
You are attracted to mystical subjects. 
Your empathy is expansive. 
Make sure you set boundaries. 
Explore the esoteric arts and sciences like astrology and numerology.  
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Uranus enters Taurus (until 2026)  
Uranus enters Taurus until April 26, 2026. 
Uranus craves Freedom and breaking through paradigms while Taurus likes 
security and tradition. Taurus governs our values and financial flow, so 
Uranus in Taurus will help you create wonderful breakthroughs regarding 
your beliefs and how to create greater abundance. 
It’s not a time to resist progressive ideas and exploring new options, but to 
embrace any change you encounter. 
What you value can radically shift over these next years. 
How you feel about your financial worth will undergo a transformation – so be 
open to a new perspective on prosperity and money. 

 
 
 
Thursday, 3.7.2019 = 22/4 
Rest and work are both activated today. 
Take time-outs while being diligent and organized about your tasks. 
Set priorities and targets – you have great clarity. 
Spiritual inspiration translates into practical results. 
Concentrate and focus on family and home as well. 

 
Moon conjunct Mercury Rx   
You are reflecting on emotional matters. 
Spirituality and Love merge – your Soul aligns completely with your Heart. 
Be open to delving deeply into the mystical and mysterious… 
You are highly intuitive. 
Use your imagination to express a profound message. 
Communicate with great tenderness and patience. 
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March 8 - 15 
 

 

Friday, 3.8.2019 = 23/5 
Confident leadership and a quest for freedom are your gifts today. 
23 is the “Royal Star of the Lion” number of courage and success. 
8 represents a leader with a big vision and the ability to overcome all 
obstacles. 
You strength is highly magnified – so manifest with joy. 
Be open and flexible. 
 
Moon sextile Venus  
Feelings of love infuse your day. 
You are expressive, more creative and crave beauty. 
Focus on how to create financial flow. 
Your heart is uplifted by beautiful music. 
Seek out people who uplift and inspire you. 
 

 
 
 

Saturday, 3.9.2019 = 24/6 
When numbers 6 and 9 get activated the LOVE code envelopes your heart. 
9 governs unconditional love, and 6 human love. 
So love your life into reality today. 
Spend time with those you love and/or doing something you adore. 
The harvest is ripe – bring in the goods. 
You may have greater responsibilities with family. 
Personal growth is favored. 

 

Sun sextile Saturn  
You are more patient and can persevere through anything today. 
This is a more quiet weekend day where you can absorb yourself in an 
activity that requires full concentration. 
You are self assertive and have great creative endurance. 
You know you are making gradual, lasting progress. 
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Sunday, 3.10.2019 = 16/7 
Instant Manifestation allows you to act briskly. 
This is a mentally active day of new beginnings. 
Take time for meditation and contemplation to listen for directions. 
Be flexible and open to sudden shifts. 
Spend time in nature today. 

 
Mars sextile Neptune  
A very romantic day as your sensual desires increase. 
A spiritualization of energy infuses your Soul. 
You have a strong internal drive to go into intuition and imagination. 
You will stand up for compassion and nurturing. 
Express your creative passion through the arts and music. 

 
 
 
 

Monday, 3.11.2019 = 17/8 
The 11 Portal opens up to Immortality! 
What you focus on today leaves behind a lasting legacy. 
You have great confidence and trust in your intuition. 
Abundance is greatly increased as you listen to your internal voice for guidance. 
You are blending Inspiration with Eternity… 

 
Moon trine Saturn/Pluto 
Saturn and Pluto are coming together in Capricorn and the Moon forms a 
gorgeous trine to this powerful conjunction today. 
Your feelings are taken seriously which allows you to focus on your longterm 
goals. 
Leadership is awakened in your heart – purging any fears of visibility and 
success is easy today. 
Healing and Responsibility result in amazing progress. 
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Tuesday, 3.12.2019 = 18/9 
With March being a 15/6 Universal Month, the 3-6-9 Triad is activated today. 
You are highly creative and filled with a desire to express your feelings. 
Use your imagination to spread love and joy. 
Take time to rest and listen to your dreams. 
This is a day of love, service and stillness. 

 
Moon sextile Chiron 
Love is in the air!  
You are being healed by the power of compassion. 
Allow your heart to feel tender and sensitive. 
Share nurturing with others. 
As you love – you are healed. 
 

 
 
 

Wednesday, 3.13.2019 = 19/10/1 
Sudden shifts inspire new beginnings. 
Genius ideas create Divine downloads. 
Trust that you can accomplish anything you set your intentions on. 
Plan and manifest.  
 

Sun sextile Pluto 
You are ready to take the lead! 
Effortless confidence is yours today. 
Striving for power and success feels natural. 
Your impact and influence are great. 
Assert yourself. 
You are determined to achieve your goals. 
You feel very attractive – and exude a mystery and magnetism. 
 
Sun square Jupiter  
You feel healthy, happy and strong. 
There is a sense a fortune and luck in the air. 
Your optimism carries you through the day. 
Be sure you stay focused and disciplined. 
Focus on one project at a time to make the most of this transit. 
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Thursday, 3.14.2019 = 20/2 
Listen to the call for Freedom and Peace! 
Be flexible and cooperative. 
Take a risk and be patient. 
This is a day of harmony and adventure. 
Receive, listen and then act and move forward. 

 
Mars trine Saturn  
The strong surge of energy today activates your responsibilities and duties. 
You have strong willpower and strong concentration. 
Perseverance is very strong. 
You are taking your work very seriously. 
Success comes through unusual effort. 

 
Sun conjunct Mercury Rx  
Your thoughts are practical and focused. 
Your intellect is clear. 
You are very conscious of your goals. 
Organization is easy today. 
This transit is favorable for all business transactions and negotiations, though 
with Mercury retrograde there may be a delay in the results. 
 

 
Friday, 3.15.2019 = 21/3 
A double 15:15 code is activated today (March is a 15 Universal Month) 
which lights up your day with spiritual alchemy, joy and magic. 
Your love and passion translate into abundance and financial flow. 
Love, romance and nurturing are magnified. 
This is a highly positive, optimistic day! 

 
Mercury Rx square Jupiter  
Your mind is internalizing what makes you truly happy. 
You have a wealth of ideas – listen to them. 
Your optimism about your future is great. 
There are advantages of many kinds today. 
Negotiations and contracts are favored – though there may be a delay in their 
completion due to Mercury retrograde. 
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March 16 – 23 
 

 
 

Saturday, 3.16.2019 = 22/4 
Your intuitive insights are heightened. 
Your focus is directed towards a plan on how to achieve your goals. 
You are very sensitive and have a great need for peace and quiet. 
Take a walk in nature. 
Purification and Peace are your companions today. 

 
Mercury Rx sextile Pluto  
You are directing your energy and focus inwards towards the highest goals 
you want to accomplish. 
You have the assertion and drive to direct your mind on successful 
completion of your targets. 
Your leadership potential is very magnified. 
You feel very magnetic and can express yourself with powerful impact. 
You want to delve deeply into the mysteries of life. 
Probing the mystical of all kinds, including astro-numerology, is greatly 
favored. 
 
 
 
 

 
Sunday, 3.17.2019 = 23/5 
Confidence and Freedom merge within you to create a potent recipe for success! 
Be flexible and strong. 
Lead from a place of confidence and strength. 
Be adventurous and take risks. 
What you do and focus on today will leave behind a legacy. 

 
Mercury Rx sextile Mars  
You can realize your ideas today. 
Your intellect is active. 
Your spirit of enterprise and passion is great. 
You can settle affairs quickly. 
Your mind is acutely aware and on fire. 
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Monday, 3.18.2019 = 24/6 
Love and compassion light your heart up today. 
You need to rest more as you let go and allow endings to take hold. 
Let love and forgiveness be your guides – they are restoring peace and harmony. 
This is a great day for generating abundance. 
Be of service – take nurturing others to heart. 
You are very creative and inspired by what truly moves you to tears. 

 
Moon trine Jupiter 
Happiness and kindness blend to create an effortless sense of bliss. 
You feel happy and free to share your heart with others. 
Kindness and generosity infuse your Soul. 
Gifts and advantages show up for you. 
You feel recognized at Soul-level. 
 
 

 
 

Tuesday, 3.19.2019 = 25/7 
Mindfulness and focus are magnified. 
Intuitive insights are heightened. 
Seek serenity, peace and quiet. 
Changes can bring unexpected gifts. 
Spiritual revival and rejuvenation infuse your day. 

 
Moon enters Virgo quincunx Sun at 29° Pisces 
Your emotions turn to health and Healing. 
Something is ending for you – as the Sun sits on the final degree of the 
zodiac – 29° Pisces – today. 
Let go, all worries, any anxiety – let it all go. 
Allow the Universe to show you the way. 
You are loved eternally. 
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Wednesday, 3.20.2019 = 17/8  
Peace and Harmony infuse your day – echoing the message of today’s Libra Full 
Moon.  
Strength and confidence bring your life into balance and yield powerful results that 
leave a lasting legacy. 
Cooperation and courage are your guiding lights. 

 
Full Moon in Libra  (March 20 Americas at 9:43 pm EST, 6:43 pm PST, March 21 
UT at 1:43 am) 
This is the fifth and FINAL of FIVE consecutive Full Moons at 0°. 
This is also the first of TWO Libra Full Moons – a very rare occurrence! 
Libra asks you to bring your life into harmony by manifesting your true heart’s desires. 
Libra rules the 7th house in astrology – of love and partnerships, so focus on your 
intimate relationships for the next two months (two Libra full Moons!). 
Make sure there is no co-dependency in your close relationships. 
Sun in Aries signifies new beginnings and a surge of energy. 
 
Sun conjunct Chiron 
This is a very tight conjunction signifying tremendous healing. 
Allow your inner light to be infused with love. 
Bring your life into balance by focusing on what is healthy and uplifting. 

 
Mars trine Pluto  
Mars infuses goal-directed energy with the power and leadership of Pluto for 
tremendous results. 
You are very ambitious now and focused on successful outcomes. 
Be assertive – direct your energy towards achievements. 
Pluto transforms, so you may be asked to shift internally to step up into a 
higher position. 
Your sexuality is heightened as you feel powerful and others are magnetically 
attracted to you. 
You have a great impact on others so be conscious of doing everything for 
your and others highest good at all times. 
Mars and Pluto are co-rulers of Scorpio so you may uncover secrets that help 
you set the record straight – the Truth shall set you free. 
 
Mercury Rx sextile Saturn  
You have great powers of concentration and perseverance. 
Your mind is very thorough as you go into deep philosophical thinking and 
consider everything with patience. 
This transit favors business dealings – keep in mind Mercury is retrograde so 
there may be delays in any transactions. 
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Thursday, 3.21.2019 = 18/9  
The beautiful 3-6-9 triad of creation opens up your heart-center today. 
Play and feel the divine flow of love. 
Take time for rest. 
Connect with others. 
Surround yourself with beauty. 
Use your imagination to discover truth. 

 
Venus square Mars 
You feel sensually and sexually activated. 
This transit is energetically exhilarating. 
Guard against over excitement, aggressiveness or disputes. 
Channel the energy into manifesting your deepest desires in a creative way. 
 
Venus sextile Jupiter 
On the same day a warm and happy transit with Jupiter brings harmony and optimism. 
This is a social day and feels very lucky. 
Generosity and acceptance through sharing are emphasized. 
Financial growth is greatly enhanced. 
Surround yourself with beauty today. 
 
 

 
 

 
Friday, 3.22.2019 = 19/10/1  
The master number 22 representing the Architect of Peace merges with the Prince of 
Heaven number 19 today. 
Peaceful New Beginnings that arise from the Light are big themes. 
Set new goals and organize a map or strategy to implement them. 
You feel bold and serene. 
Take time for yourself today – your inner Light is made more aware in silence. 

 
Moon square Pluto/Saturn 
Take your feelings seriously today.  
Be responsible for your well-being by stepping up and taking the lead. 
Emotional commitment to your goals is important in order not to get side-
tracked by lack of direction or confidence. 
Empowerment comes through passion – tap into the excitement and drive 
generated by your deepest emotions. 
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Saturday, 3.23.2019 = 20/2  
Freedom and serenity join forces today. 
You feel courageous and are open to listening in a relaxed state. 
Seek harmony to feel the awakening of confidence which allows you then to 
take risks. 
You may experience an awareness shift within that changes you to the core. 
Have fun today – and make time for intimate connections. 

 
Moon enters Scorpio opposite Uranus in Taurus 
Moon in Scorpio awakens your deepest emotional truths. 
Uranus in Taurus shakes up your core values. 
Be open and flexible to receive whatever comes your way. 
As you transform, your abundance expands. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

March 24 - 31 
 
 
 

Sunday, 3.24.2019 = 21/3  
Celebrate love, joy, harmony and truth on this beautiful Sunday! 
Express yourself creatively and connect with others in a fun way. 
Speak and create with uplifting ideas and language. 
Nurture family and loved one. 
Love is the truth that sets you free. 

 
Mercury Rx conjunct Neptune 
Mercury is nearing the end of its retrograde and is starting to slow down, thus 
the power is intensifying. 
Merged with Neptune, Mercury retrograde enriches your imagination and 
fantasy. 
You may receive sudden ideas – take note of them. 
Inspiration is on a high – and you may have premonition of coming events. 
You can comprehend deeply on both the intellectual and spiritual planes 
today. 
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Monday, 3.25.2019 = 22/4  
Work and rest are both favored today. 
Take your inspiration into your projects. 
Purification and Peace allow you to delve deeply and create amazing results. 
Your discipline is channeled into creative, inspirational projects. 
Take time for yourself or get out in nature today. 
This is a quieter day of serenity and taking care of responsibilities. 

 
Moon trine Sun  
This is always a happy transit. 
You feel affectionate and loving. 
Recognition and praise can come your way. 
Advantages and gifts are yours. 

 
 
 
 

Tuesday, 3.26.2019 = 23/5  
Feel the great sense of freedom when you to take the lead in your life. 
Unexpected situations may ask you to step up and be counted. 
Use your courage to manifest greater financial flow. 
Be flexible and open about how to expand abundance. 

 
Moon square Neptune  
You feel affectionate and loving. 
Guard against living in a dream and not being rooted in reality. 
Mystical experiences take you to faraway places. 
Take extra time for rest to keep your emotional harmony. 
 
 
 
 
 
Wednesday, 3.27.2019 = 24/6  
This is the final of three Love days in March! 
Unconditional Love and Romance infuse your heart and Soul. 
Let go, forgive and feel the deep compassion. 
Be generous with sharing love by expressing kindness. 
Nurture others and Lead by example. 
This is a wonderful day for generating abundance. 
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Venus sextile Uranus  
Your craving for excitement and love is stimulated. 
Venus rules Taurus, the sign Uranus entered earlier this month, so the impact of all 
Uranus-Venus transits is magnified. 
You are highly creative – create something new and unusual today. 
Your desire for independence is strong. 
Channel any nervousness into imagination and exploration. 
Be open to explore a shift in how you generate greater financial flow. 

 
 
 
 

Thursday, 3.28.2019 = 25/7  
You experience inspired new beginnings. 
Spiritual downloads are easily understood and communicated. 
Take time for both rest and an attention on innovation. 
Read a good book, learn a new skill and implement. 
 
Mercury stations Direct 
Late in the day Mercury stations direct again at 16° Pisces. 
Inspiration is at a high at this time. 
Be prepared for unexpected shifts that set you free on a path to spirituality and 
honoring your Divine mission. 
Remember to keep releasing old patterns as Mercury completes its long sojourn in the 
final sign of Pisces over the next month (through April 16). 
   

 
 
Friday, 3.29.2019 = 26/8  
This is a powerful Friday for intimate connections that arise from courage 
and confidence. 
You feel connected to your inner visionary. 
You can express your innermost ideas and feelings without any excuses. 
The 11 Portal opens today into eternal life and a major expansion of 
abundance and financial flow. 
 
Moon conjunct Pluto/Saturn  
You are emotionally invested in your Divine Mission. 
Set your heart on your long-term goals. 
Be open connect deeper than ever with your heart. 
If you feel a sudden burst of emotion, channel it into transformation, healing and 
fulfilling your purpose. 
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Saturday, 3.30.2019 = 18/9  
The 3-6-9 Triad is activated for the 4th and final time this month. 
Creativity is greatly enhanced as you seek to express your imagination. 
Go beyond – where you’ve never been before – allow inspiration to carry 
you far. 
Get extra rest, your dreams can bring tremendous awareness. 
Trust that you are a Divine Creator. 
Release what is not supporting and uplifting anymore. 

 
Moon sextile Sun  
You feel happy and humorous. 
This is a pleasant day of joy. 
You can have easy conversations and connections with others. 
Your life feels in harmony 
 
 
 
 
Saturday, 3.31.2019 = 19/10/1  
One of only seven days each year that resonates to 31 – the number of 
innovation and genius. 
Take a risk! 
Embrace New Beginnings – number 19 representing the Prince of Heaven 
(the Sun) lights up your life with great forward momentum. 
Be open for unusual shifts that take you beyond what feels comfortable. 
You are the inventor of your life!  
 
Moon sextile Jupiter  
What a gorgeous way to end this Month! 
You FEEL GOOD. 
You tap into a healthy lifestyle and recognize the power of happiness in healing. 
Many advantages and gifts can come your way. 
This transit favors negotiations. 
You feel recognized at Soul-level. 
Honor who you are as a Being of Light. 
 

 
 

Love and Blessings,  
Tania
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A highly sought after spiritual intuitive and personal 
growth leader, Tania Gabrielle inspires legions of 
praise from her clients and followers.  
 
Tania introduced the merging of two ancient 
divination arts – Astrology and Numerology – to the 
Western World, unlocking the codes in the stars, 
names and numbers to facilitate wealth and well-
being with a primary focus on teaching spiritual 
principles that manifest practical, real-life results. 
Her star code forecast videos and articles inspire 
tens of thousands of viewers per month.  
  
Tania Gabrielle was featured and quoted in The 
New York Times, Los Angeles Times, USA Today , 
Entertainment Weekly, ESPN Magazine, Essence 
Magazine, ESPN.com, Yahoo.com and US 
Magazine. As the founder and creator 
of Numerology Academy™ – the first online 
certification course integrating Astrology 
and Numerology – Tania has taught and certified 
hundreds of students in 37 countries.  

 
Tania's new book The Ultimate Guide To Numerology unlocks the secret messages of 
birthdays, names, addresses, personal forecasts, the meaning of 11:11 and other codes to 
facilitate Soul-inspired growth, fulfillment and financial flow. 
 
Also a gifted classical composer, Tania has had her music performed worldwide in the most 
prestigious concert halls by Grammy-award-winning artists. 
 
 
http://taniagabrielle.com 
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Blueprints 

Your Jupiter Wealth Code™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/your-jupiter-wealth-code/ 

 

Personal Numerology Blueprint 
http://taniagabrielle.com/personal-blueprint/ 

 

Your Wealthy Name Code 
http://taniagabrielle.com/fortunate-name/ 

 

Your Next 12 Months Forecast 
http://taniagabrielle.com/blueprint/ 

 
 
 

Readings 

Intuitive Counseling Call 
http://taniagabrielle.com/counseling-call 

 

Royal Code Reading™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/royal-code-reading 

 
 
 

Trainings 

NUMEROLOGY ACADEMY™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/numerology-academy-enroll/ 

 
SECRET POWER OF YOUR NAME™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/secret-power-of-your-name/ 

 
ABUNDANCE ACCELERATOR™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/abundance-accelerator 
 
 

 


